
Sarafan – THE FIRST SEARCH 
ASSISTANT FOR VIDEO SERVICES
Case: Okko, ecosystem of Sberbank



Objectives
1. Expand the functionality of the Salut virtual assistant for end users.

2. Provide additional advertising space for advertisers by implementing 
Sarafan recognition technologies.

Solution 
Implementation of a smart search system in the video stream of the 
Okko online cinema:

1. Introduction of automatic object recognition (ML-models for 
recognition of faces, locations, logos, clothing, furniture, food) and the 
selection of relevant content.

2. Connection of online stores, a content base, an advertising system.

3. System integration with Set-top Box SberBox.

Sarafan benchmark test:
• 100% automation

• 96% face and object recognition quality

• 90% content selection quality

Results of Beta testing
Users:

• Every third user of the streaming service Okko uses the functionality 
of location, product and celebrity recognition.

• 80% of users use the functionality again.

• Movie viewing time increased by 8%.

Advertisers:

• Tools and material were provided for conducting advertising 
campaigns for Samokat, S7 airlines, and Lamoda online stores.
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"Who is Kristina Asmus?"

The user gets access to additional information about the actor in the shot 
upon request

Function – recognition of celebrities in the frame,

Recognition speed – 0.001 m/s

Beta test results from 500,000 users 

over 1 month

CTR to transition = 30%

On average 5 times per movie

Reuse rate = 80%

Time on screen = 33 seconds
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"Let's buy something from this movie?"

Commercial integration with online stores 
that sell clothing, footwear, accessories, and 
furniture. At the moment: Lamoda, Ozon, 
Asos, and Book24

The object recognition function in the frame allows 
you to find suitable items in the online store and 
recreate the image of your favorite hero 

A smart tag in the corner of the 
screen informs the user that the 
object in the frame has been 
recognized

The user switches to the second 
screen and selects an item to buy

Payment is made via a QR code using 
a smartphone

Results of the beta test from 500,000 users 

over 1 month

CTR to transition = 20%

On average, 3 times per movie

CTR for purchase = 0.1%

Time on screen = 55 seconds
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"If only there was popcorn!"

Integration with the online store Samokat 
allows you to make quick orders from its range 
of products

Function – recognizing moments of eating and 
inserting an advertiser's offer

Popcorn requests are made using the 
Salut virtual assistant via the 
SberBox remote control

The user voices their choice and asks 
to confirm the order

Payment is made via QR code and 
SberPay using a smartphone

Results of the beta test from 500,000 users 

over 1 month

CTR to transition = 5%,

CTR for purchase = 0.8%

Time on screen = 1.2 minutes
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"From the couch to the skies – what a high!"

The assistant allows you to determine the 
location in the movie shot and provide 
additional information about it

Function – location recognition in the frame.

This makes it possible for the customer, along with 
S7, to integrate air ticket purchases.

A smart tag in the corner of the 
screen informs the user that the 
entity in the frame has been 
recognized

The user gets access to additional 
information about the location in the 
frame

The assistant helps with launching air 
ticket search and proceeds to 
payment via QR code

Results of the beta test from 500,000 users 

over 1 month

CTR to transition – 14 %

CTR for purchase – 0.0028%

Time on screen – 9 min
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Contextual targeting 

Product targeting

Logo recognition allows you to create advertising 
campaigns with brands represented in the frame

Targeting by interests

Tagging content with a certain overtone or 
implication (for example, feminist, political, human 
rights, etc.) makes it possible to make thematic 
integrations

Targeting by celebrities

If the celebrity recognized in the frame is an 
ambassador for a brand, it is possible to integrate 
with this company
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Project timeline

Preparation step

Discussion and drafting of technical specifications, 
contract signing

I Step

Beta software development, functional and 
integration testing

II Step

- Creation and launch of new components,

- Development of documentation for the system,

- Conduction of approval tests,

- Fine tuning based on tests results,

- Roll-out of the system on the client's servers.


1 month 2 month 3 month 4 month 5 month 6 month 7 month
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as a solution to specific problems
Artificial Intelligence 


e.melnichuk@sarafan-team.com 
+44 203 808 5411 
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